To Alaskan Independence Party members, and all freedom-loving citizens of Alaska.

I must note that the phrase “Freedom-Loving citizens” is no longer a mere platitude, for we have all come to understand that, amazingly, many people actually do not want freedom. Not for themselves, and certainly not for us. You have likely noticed this yourselves.

At the AIP Convention held Sat. October 17, 2020, a line up of speakers gave their thoughts on Alaska, the AIP, America, freedom and politics.

Heroically Joella Madden took very accurate notes of each speech. I have edited through most of the typo’s.

But --- these are notes, not a verbatim transcript. However, the words will still reach into your heart.

I have not attempted to arrange paragraphing.

In order the speakers were:

  Joe Miller, of Fairbanks and two-time US Senate candidate.

  Russ Millette, elected chairman of the Alaska Republican Party, then denied the seat by a coup of the elite.

  Tim Huit, state house candidate Dist. 23

  Dave Nees, state house candidate Dist. 22

  Greg Madden, state senate candidate, Dist. P

  John Wayne Howe, US Senate candidate

  Dr. Nick Begich, son of a Congressman and brother to a US Senator

Thanks you for taking the time to read these notes. More will follow as we continually update the AIP website.

Expect the business meeting of ByLaws, Platform and Resolutions to soon follow this week.

Remember --- you can join the AIP any time online.
Bob Bird, AIP chairman

9:29 Joe Miller via phone
Libertarian votes are on the upswing in Alaska. New grandson keeps him home. Unprecedented opportunities because nation in crisis. All time low. Only 14 percent of US happy with way things are going. Coronavirus problems. Freedom lovers pushing back against mandates and restrictions. Ban from airlines, etc. Prosecution for violating lockdowns. Treatments are political. Collateral to lockdown is causing more death and destruction than the virus. Political opportunity is here. Anti-law enforcement attitudes lead us toward anarchy. Loss of confidence in institutions. Media bias is over the top, playing into the problems and fomenting them. Many of us don’t believe anything we see in the press. No confidence any longer. Destroying Trump. Covid discussion is tightly controlled. Chinese virus not allowed to be discussed. Social media and Hunter Biden story. MSM reaction is pathetic. Russian collusion is the lead story. Whaaat? Truth is blackballed. Trump campaign account and GOP account banned for discussing Hunter’s emails. Protecting Biden campaign. Russian collusion hoax nonstop for 3 years. Anti-establishment candidates have been trashed here in Alaska for years. MSM critical for a free society, but many see MSM as partisan and untrustworthy. Opportunity comes with this instability. Trump on Deep State. If playing field is not level, the regulatory state controls efforts against it. Trump against these powers. Real opposition in his own administration. FBI, etc. What Russian collusion? Hoax. Further lack of confidence in these institutions, especially at federal level. Consistent Republican and Democrat approach by voters. Voting integrity problems. Thomas Payne in 1700s. Organize, communicate, be active so as to not be ignored. Like minded people together with a purpose. I applaud all of you for your activism.

9:45 Bob added after thanking Joe: the Tyrant mayor would not have allowed us to meet in Anchorage and here there are no mask mandates. Biden victory would assure us of a mask mandate. Introduces Russ Millette, who won election as chairman of the state GOP but it was stolen by Republican elite.
Russ Millett  Honored to give this speech. Background. 1952 became a Republican. Dad was John Birch Society member. Bob asked me to speak on how it is to be a “Recovering Republican”. Voted for Reagan the first time. We were had because he chose George HW Bush, a best friend of Rockefeller. American Council of Foreign Relations. Deep State foundation. Reagan was surrounded by CFR members. CFR doesn’t mean all bad, but I don’t vote for any of them. Dan Sullivan a member of CFR. Asked why, but skated past it. Dan is nice and polite, but I can’t vote for him. Suspicious of Trump. Will gladly vote for him in next election. No comprehension of the ends of trouble any other option offers. 1968 George Wallace came in. Disrupted Democrat party. Dad says don’t trust the obvious. Look for who’s pulling the strings. Dad didn’t vote for FDR after he got home from the war. US Communist workers free newspaper would say who they supported. I always voted for the other guy. You can tell a lot by seeing who someone’s enemies are. Trumps enemies are extremely numerous and using vast sums of money. I’m surprised he’s still alive. Deep State wants to kill him off. Career traitors. Evil people. CIA and FBI not Americans – they’re globalists. Why AIP for me? Duly elected with majority, but it scared those in power. 10 month training period had ZERO training. None. Very shallow. On my own. No direction. No leadership. Michael Chambers wanted him to help move things along, but I decided to run with AIP to have a home. Sixty years of political involvement. Constitution of US hanging by a thread. The last thread. I’m convinced that US all become a Marxist nation faster than any of think possible. I tremble for my children and grandchildren. I’m voting for Trump. Dark days in US today, but they have happened throughout history. Light always overcomes evil. USSR took 70 years, but it happened. Today we have a spiritual problem. We need a great awakening.

Tim Huit 2012 Republican firing of Ron Paul people. Millette was mistreated. David Eastman being mistreated by Republicans. Div of Elections left me off of info release, Voter’s Guide, then off the ballot… Republican party corrupted by dark money and outside forces. We can be honest and we put Alaska first. Big challenge. Outsiders deep in other parties. We should be our own nation. Work hard and build it up. Professors tell people Constitution is no good and must be replaced. Much trouble as a nation. Stand in opposition to darkness.
Elect Republicans for now as we build our own options. Binding caucus is a bad idea. Lobbyists cowered to by our politicians. Been facing a big challenge. Corrupt parties Dem and Republican. We’re a freedom loving state. Progressives in Homer making rules we do not appreciate. Trump has some speaking problems, but we can forgive that. Our freedom and liberty at stake. Biden wants national lockdown, mask mandates, forced vaccinations… Open socialists and communists on the street against our great nation.

10:11 Bob Bird – “It’s not that the Constitution not been tried and found wanting, but rather it’s been left untried and found difficult.”

10:11 David Nees  Candidate for District 22, Dad was USAF, met mom, English, he flew on B29s doing electronic surveillance. Then to Japan with F86s doing same EW. Florida, Niagara Falls, scramjet missile. Back to England. Eye opener. Mid Vietnam war, but it didn’t even make the paper. Favorite trip always to Hyde Park with soap box. Advocate opposite of whatever other people were advocating. Great training. Infighting of Republicans. PFD. For citizens or for govt? Liked AIP plank about PFD. 80-90% agreement is enough to work. District 22 doesn’t reelect people. Fine with me. To get federal money for high speed to schools was a lot of money. Many unfilled trooper positions still being funded. Lots of territory grabbing. Troopers not to transport prisoners. Overtime, rounding out their retirement padding last 3 years. Anch superintendent making 300K per year. Last 3 years determine retirement. TRS is rock solid.

10:20 Greg Madden- Candidate for State Senate District P. Appreciates movers, shakers and motivators.

Looking at strategy and how to run. Likes the AIP platform. Thanks Bob for being active in the political field. This is the most critical time now. Not just a matter of Donald Trump. We are the answer and see what the Deep State is doing. We need to make God first again. Nations run about 200 years. We are running on borrowed time. If we do not look to God, things will not work. Rights come from God. For God, people and country. PFD needs to be in the statutory formula and put in the constitution.
Gun rights and gun control shall not be infringed. Families need to be respected. Family rights as well. Jurors rights. Jury nullification needs to be discussed. Abortion needs to be stopped. God destroyed nations partly because of this. There is much good to stand for. If God is for us who can be against us. Get the word out.

10:30 John Wayne Howe – Candidate for US Senate Registered at 10% level in NY Times Poll. Part of the Alaskan Independence Party since around the time it began. 41 years in Alaska. Fox over 20 years. Wants to have everybody to help others have their independence. Currently in a battle with Alaska Public Media. Spent less than 5,000 on this candidacy. Debate scheduled with KTUU. Won unopposed independent primary and was told he was not a primary candidate. Got into this because of taxes. Says no taxes because we need to voluntarily defund government. We need to know where the money is going. Accurate accounting. All in due time. Knows cannot happen overnight. We know cannot take all money away from things. It needs to be gradual. Medical is a major issue. Medical insurance is not medical. Opposers want to pay for preexisting conditions. Reducing doctors does not help. Sending to specialist jacks up prices. We are short 60% of the doctors. Look out for fellow Alaskans’ rights. Help your neighbor.


10:59 Dr Nick Begich Born in Alaska. His rights taken from him because he could not weigh into the Alaskan Independence beginning. There were conservative Democrats back then. Different time back in 1970. Delivered education. Could look forward to putting kids in school. Resource state. Understood economics. Trade is between labor, capital equipment, land and natural resources and entrepreneurship.

Suspicions with the CFR are correct. Delivers through InfoWars condensed Alaska issues. Not running for anything. Role is to be a voice. Done in the last 25 years. Over 60 documentaries. This is the hidden treasury. We have more coastland than the rest of America. Money in money out. The grease between the wheels. It was unconstitutional to tax peoples’ labor [income tax]. 1930 1% taxed. Look at what we have done since the. Wiley E. Coyote hanging on the cliff. After elections, all
chaos will break loose. Predicted Donald Trump will win in 2016 and family did not appreciate it. Anchorage is failing in standing for Alaskans. Failed policies. 3rd generation politics going in to 4th. Libertarians have anarchists and we cannot be part of that. This is lawlessness. Remember prolife debate where we were told “You can’t legislate reality”? ALL law legislates morality. The national level has been hijacked too many times. A lot of us realize the game is to mess with America. Trump showed up and renegotiated many aspects in politics. Chinese philosophy is the Art of War. Use your adversary’s strength against them. Worst of the worst since 1984. 100 billion dollars in China is more than our output. Opening our mines here is all for export. AIP is about opening Alaska up. Our gold industry shut down in WWII because it was not important to us. Canada has done many things differently and are thriving. Hydrocarbons will change in the next 20 years. It will be dramatic and rapid. We have a lack of real leadership. We need it headed in a direction of where it needs to go. We finally have someone who will push back in our country. Fighting corrupt mob rings, fighting NY policies. A lot of people are upset about our delivery decisions. The voice of good ideas will spin the narrative. People need skills. 60% will not complete college. That is ok. Trade work is prevalent in Alaska. Should have a trade and a profession here to make it in Alaska. Kids coming out of Anchorage are finding no hope here and are quitting school. There are no programs is school with programs to give kids skills. We need to bring hope back. We are failing in education and other areas compared to the amount of money being spent on education. Are you getting your money’s worth? NO! Education is failed in every single way. It only takes one and you may be it. Executing what you know is right and true and doing it every day. Do The Possible! What you believe in start doing it. Created in the image and likeness of God. The core of who we are is living souls. You either have new information and do it or there is a void to fill. There is a light rising whether you see it or not. You cannot get there by accident. What you do is up to you. Look for the 80/90% and you will get there and see the difference. Start by taking the right step. AIP is the step to get there. This is the only party worth joining. Parental choice is necessary. The only ones hijacked are the colonial era. We are in a critical place strategically. We are the last hub to make it happen.

11:30 lunch